
conjecture

N. An inference based upon guesswork; a supposition; the formation or

expression of an opinion or theory without sufficient evidence for proof

deduce
V. To draw a conclusion from fact; to infer; to

trace the course of something such as a person's

lineage

dissuade

V. to persuade someone not to do something (Worried that he would

catch a cold, she tried to dissuade him from going out on winter nights.)

duress

N. hardship, threat (It was only under intense duress that he, who was normally

against killing, fired his gun.); forcible restraint, especially imprisonment

effusive

Adj. emotionally unrestrained; gushy; pouring out,

overflowing



expedient

N. tending to promote some proposed or desired object; fit or suitable for the purpose; proper under

the circumstances; a means to an end; Adj. advantageous, useful

foment

V. to promote or stir up trouble or rebellion; to apply warm

liquids to, warm

generate

V. to bring into existence; to be the cause of, produce; to

reproduce; propagate

importunate

Adj. Extremely demanding; insistent; troublesome; annoying

induce

V. persuade; bring about; to lead or move by persuasion or

influence, as to some action or state of mind



innuendo

N. a hint, indirect suggestion about a person or thing, or

reference (often in a derogatory or negative sense)

instigate

V. to urge on; to stir up, provoke, start, incite

inveigle

V. Entice, lure; get something by flattery, cleverness, or offering

incentives; to acquire, win, or obtain by beguiling talk or methods

munificent

Adj. extremely liberal in giving; very generous

paroxysm

N. a sudden outburst; a fit of violet action; a severe attack or a sudden

increase in intensity of a disease, usually recurring periodically



qualm

N. a pang of conscience, uneasiness, misgiving, or doubt; a

feeling of faintness or nausea

quixotic

Adj. Extremely impractical but very romantic, chivalrous, or

idealistic; impulsive and often rashly unpredictable

refute

V. To disprove; to prove a person to be in error

regalia

N. the symbols, objects or special costumes worn by or associated with

a group, rich, fancy, or dressy clothing; finery; royal privileges or rights

repute

V. to consider, believe; N. favorable reputation; good name;

public respect



saccharine

Adj. excessively sweet or sentimental, resembling sugar;

cloyingly agreeable

sojourn

N. A temporary stay; V. to stay for a time in a place; live

temporarily

tentative

Adj. experimental in nature; unsure; uncertain; not definite or

positive; hesitant

vitriolic

Adj. bitter, sarcastic; highly caustic or biting (like a strong

acid)

vogue

N. prevailing fashion or practice; popular trends such as

clothing, books, etc., acceptance, or favor; popularity


